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hscan smtp scanner free download hscan smtp scanner free download hscan smtp scanner free downloadWhile Australia might be the continent to watch for developments in 3D printing, in the US, 4D printing – the printing of objects that display a certain ‘experience’ as they are being printed – is increasingly becoming a focus for design and engineering companies. The idea is that, when the 4D-printed object is consumed or otherwise interacts with its environment, it will release
a specific chemical – a ‘smell’, in technical terms – or perhaps use light in a certain way. The implications for this specific smell is that it could be used as a tool for detecting or analysing a material or other substance, while light could enable quite sophisticated lighting systems to change hue or intensity. The use of 4D printing in industry will likely involve some of the same key applications that 3D printing has already found such as both product prototyping and as a manufacturing
technique – potentially paving the way for more manufacturing jobs in the future. Not surprisingly, 3D printing companies are perhaps the biggest users of 4D printing for the time being, but there is certainly much to come from the nascent industry. The process is already advancing and it's essentially a repeat of the 3D printing innovation process. Namely, it starts with a 3D design, is then extruded into a plastic filament to produce the desired model in a similar way to traditional
3D printing, and finally fired up in a giant oven that releases the specific chemical for the 4D experience. The process is getting easier with each passing year. Back in August, 4D printing pioneer 3DXplorer released the first fully automated system for 4D printing of electronics. The system turned 3D designs into 4D interactive experiences using chemical and light sensing, the kind of capabilities that would be expensive and difficult to achieve on a human scale. The company has
since introduced a line of active clothing, while another innovative firm, Formlabs, is developing a way of mapping the chemical experience of food that will allow users to more accurately track their consumption. The 4D printing movement is also giving rise to new, specific types of products. One of the most popular so far is a water purification system developed by UK-based firm Cascade that employs 4D printing technology and includes localisation software. The process also
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